Your User Guide to Systems
We’ve recently introduced Systems to the HSJi platform. Systems provides you with essential information on all of England’s health and
care systems – known as sustainability and transformation partnerships (STPs) and integrated care systems (ICSs). This new feature
will help you understand the fundamental challenges of each organisation within its framework quicker – and now more efficiently.

• Investigations reveal the strategic
priorities of each system and the
organisations within it
• Critical data is included which includes
leadership information, financial performance
and clinical priorities for all systems

• Insight is provided on how NHS
providers and commissioners are
affected by the growing requirement
to work as part of their system
• Segment health systems in Prospect
Builder based on your needs

How to access Systems
Systems can now be found as a button on the top navigation menu.

You can still search for individual organisations via the search bar or alternatively via Prospect Builder as before.
To view a system, click on the area of the map. This will open the profile page.

Each profile
includes:
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• The system overview
• A list of all the organisations included
• All finance and performance data

• Leadership details
• The latest Investigations about the system or
the organisations within it
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As you scroll further down the page, you'll come to a section
called “HSJ Investigation”. This is where you will find a report
on the strategic priorities of the area or the specific
organisations within it.
These are exclusive investigations written by our experts
after researching board papers and interviewing key decision
makers, local leaders and policy makers, as well as data
requested via Freedom of Information. To view each piece of
exclusive analysis, select ‘show more’.

Much like existing profiles,
detailed Finance and Performance
data is included. This allows for a
snapshot of all the financial and
performance-related health or lack
thereof of the organisations. It can
be useful in overlaying your own
data and validating it.

Adding a system to your watchlist
Now you can add systems to your watchlist and keep up-todate with the areas that you are interested in.
Simply click “Add to My Watchlist” on the top of the profile
and either create a new watchlist or add to an existing list.
From here you can decide how frequently you would like to
receive an email alert if there has been a change in any of the
data-points associated with the system and select if you
would like to receive breaking news alerts on this area.

+

In additional to adding
to your watchlist, you
can now filter by
systems in Prospect
Builder.

Need help?
If you need any further assistance with your HSJi subscription please email our customer
service team on engagement@wilmingtonhealthcare.com or call +44 020 7608 9079
(Monday to Friday 9:00-17:30)
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